Triglav the rock Ljubljana 2018
The idea
Our idea was to organise a sports climbing event of the highest level with the best climbers in the
world competing in the capital city of Slovenia. We chose to do it in the very centre of Ljubljana, in
the Congress Square, which by itself is a great attraction visited by millions of tourists every year.
It is a beautiful location, surrounded by numerous buildings, many of them over a hundred years
old and made by one of the greatest Slovenian architects, Jože Plečnik.
Rules
Qualifications will be held in the Plus Climbing Center Koper as an open type competition. It is
open to anyone wishing to compete, providing they have registered online in time and have paid
the registration fee of 20,00€. It is also possible to register at the venue on the day of the
competition. There are thirty boulder problems set for the qualifications, of which, fifteen specific
boulder problems count towards the semifinal. Five boulders are set only for the women, five only
for the men and five for both male and female competitors. Each boulder problem is worth 1000
points if it is climbed by only one competitor, except for the boulder problems for both categories,
which are worth 500 points each. In the event that more competitors succeed in climbing a boulder
problem, the points will be divided between them in equal measure. Every competitor will record
their own progress on a sheet of paper they will receive before the start of the competition and
which they will hand in at the end of the qualifying round. The top ten males and females will
proceed to the semifinal round. In the event of a tie all the competitors tied in the last semifinal spot
will proceed to the semifinals. More than ten competitors can also proceed into the semifinal in the
event of one of the invited competitors not attending the competition.
Semifinals will be held in the Congress Square in the centre of Ljubljana on a unique climbing wall
built solely for the purpose of this competition. There will be ten female and ten male competitors
who will qualify for the semifinals joined by ten female and ten male competitors invited by the
event management. The invites have been sent to the competitors scoring highest on the IFSC
ranking of the previous season. There will be a total of twenty competitors in each category climbing
in the semifinal. The rules are identical to the official IFSC competition rules. There are four boulder
problems for each category. Competitors have four minutes for each boulder problem. The
isolation zone is at the venue, at the rear of the climbing wall.
Finals are held at the same venue as the semifinal. There are six competitors from each category
advancing to the final. In case of a tie in the semifinal the competitor with a better qualifications
result will advance into the final. If the competitors were invited by the organiser, they will both
avance into the final. The rules are identical to the official IFSC rules. There are four boulder
problems for each category. Both categories will be climbing at the same time. Competitors have
four minutes for each boulder problem. The winner will be the competitor with the highest numbers
of tops and zones in the least amount of attempts.

